WE FUND PROGRAMS THAT CREATE CHANGE.
We find every dollar we can to address problems in our community.
In 2018, United Way of Northeast Arkansas was able to provide for the health, education and economic stability in the following areas:

919 Children were given individualized access to Education

1,541 Individuals were provided programs and housing ensuring Safety and Shelter

408 Were given tools and resources toward Economic Stability

2,681 Children and Adults were provided Food and access to Healthcare

587 Children had adults advocating for their Health and Safety

1,472 Families were provided free Legal or Tax Services

32,476 School supply items were donated to local schools during Stuff the Bus

786 Preschoolers received books delivered to their homes.

MAKE AN IMPACT
VISIT UWNEA.ORG OR TEXT 313131 TO MAKE A GIFT
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